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0 of 0 review helpful Quality writing helps By Jason Williams is not a perfect fantasy novelist But the world and 
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atmosphere he creates is original and he can write adult characters with depth He can describe detail He understands 
story structure A lot of fantasy fans decide to write but not enough writers are fantasy fans Williams fits in the latter 
group which makes him worth reading 3 of 3 review helpful The brother of a fallen emperor ascends to the throne of 
the Cerani Empire in the second installment of the Tower and Knife trilogy After a lifetime locked in his tower room 
Sarmin has come into his own He is the crowned emperor he has wed Mesema of the horse tribes the Pattern Master is 
dead Everything should be happy ever after But war ignites in the north and in the palace Sarmin rsquo s new baby 
brother is seen as a threat to Mesema Williams conjures a world with strong flavors of the early Ottoman Empire 
medieval Persia and Arabian legend It makes for a rich and entertaining storytelling environment and Williams creates 
a twisty and enjoyable tale Strongly recommended 
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